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Jordan pitched in to help Papa Dee Allen on percussion.

“I played timbales on that one,” Lonnie says. “Papa Dee

said I sounded like some unorthodox tribe. Then he

took over on congas and cowbell and got just as wild

himself.” (Incidentally, “Heartbeat” was a #1 record in

Brazil.)

“Leroy’s Latin Lament” is the album’s most

ambitiously arranged number. This four-movement suite

begins with an elegant piano piece (“Lonnie Dreams”),

eases into a jazzy ballad sung by harmonica player Lee

Oskar (“The Way We Feel”), then erupts into a Latin jam

(“La Fiesta”) before cooling off in the final section

(“Lament”). “When we got to the ‘Fiesta’ part in the

studio, we wanted to do the words in Spanish,” Scott

remembers. “We didn’t know what to say, so we called

down to the Latino guard at Far Out Productions, and

we talked with him for about 20 minutes to get the words

right. Then we went back into the studio and sang in

Spanish to finish things off.”

Next comes “Smile Happy,” a buoyant

instrumental that lives up to its title admirably,

interweaving everything from gentle acoustic guitar lines

to weird sax daubs and a Latin/Caribbean beat. ‘“Smile

Happy’ was a real hip melody,” says Oskar. “I wanted to

name the album after it— I was the art director for the

album covers, so I went to Howard Miller (the cartoonist

who drew the cover illustration for The World Is A
Ghetto) and had him draw this mean-looking face with a

smile on it. Then some people decided they wanted to

call it Why Can’t We Be Friends?, so we took the same
idea and worked with that.” (About this time, War’s

manager Steve Gold shaved his head and put in a gold

tooth, giving him a striking likeness to the grinning face

on the album cover.)

“So,” largely written and sung by Scott, is one of

the album’s standout tracks. Passionate in a classic

R&B ballad vein, this sultry ballad is lent an extra

moodiness by Scott’s reverb-heavy guitar. “My biggest

compliment for that song came in Hawaii,” he says. “I

met a guy there who was about to take his own life when

‘So’ came on the radio — he listened to the words, and

he related to them in such a way that he didn’t go

through with it. It gave me cold chills to meet that man.”

“Low Rider” adds a dash of East L.A. funk to the

album’s musical mix. Released as a single in August

75, the song went on to reach #7 on the pop charts and

earn gold status. Jordan recalls the genesis of the song:

“Charles Miller had been a low rider since way back

when — he bought a ’48 Chevy, dropped it to the

ground, and put on those loud scavenger pipes like they

had in the ’50s. He came into the studio one day with

this real low rider attitude, and he put this idea to a track

that B.B., Harold, and myself had come up with. He just

sat down and started singing ‘Low...ri...der...’ Then

Jerry Goldstein started writing all these lines and gave

them to Charles to sing.”

The tune went on to become a genuine subculture

anthem. It also made War the favorite band of the

modified-car community. “One time, we were invited to

be judges at a low rider contest,” Oskar says. “There

were 200 guys with their cars there, and we had to

choose five cars out of all these beautiful machines. We
split afterwards— I knew that we must’ve upset some
people, ’cause they all should’ve been winners.”

A dreamy atmosphere pervades “In Mazatlan,” one

of War’s jazzier excursions. “Nobody in the band had

ever been to Mazatlan,” Oskar points out. “After we did

it, I suggested that we send it to the mayor and make it

the theme for the travel bureau, but I don’t think we ever

did.”

Winding up Why Can’t We Be Friends? is the jovial,

jivey title track, surely one of the happiest hits of the

1970s. Released as an advance single in April ’75, the

tune rose to #6 on the pop charts and became War’s

fifth gold single.

“Howard came up with the basic lyric idea for the

song,” says Jordan. “We were at an outdoor festival in

Japan and a fight had broken out. We were delayed in

going on stage, and I remember Howard starting to sing,

‘Why can’t we be friends...’ After that, we went into the

studio and just kept singing that line as the chorus.

Finally, for the verses, everyone took the same melody,

wrote their own words, and sang them.” The song was

War’s first reggae track: “Listening to people like Jimmy

Cliff inspired me to use that rhythm,” says Brown. “That

was my contribution — I thought it would come off better

as reggae than as blues or as a shuffle.”

One final “Friends” footnote: When the Soviet

cosmonauts and the U.S. astronauts linked up in space

during the summer of 75, NASA played the song for

both crews as a gesture of unity. What could be a more

universal honor?

Why Can’t We Be Friends? continued the streak of

certified-gold War albums that began with 1971’s All

Day Music. It ultimately sold 1 ,800,000 copies. Beyond

such statistics, it stands as an affirmation of War’s

underlying credo of brotherhood through music. Time

has not diminished the value of their statement.

-Barry Alfonso
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“Why can’t we be friends?” — it’s a simple plea, but

still an eloquent one. As the title number of War’s 1975

United Artists album, it summed up much of what the

L.A.-based band had been saying since their formation

in the late ’60s. And, just as its message is still worth

heeding, the album’s music has retained its infectious,

uplifting spirit.

Why Can’t We Be Friends? reflected more than just

the group’s desire to send out positive vibes into the

world. It marked a return to War’s Southern California

home turf, both physically and artistically. Their

previous studio LP, Deliver The World (1973), had been

a musically adventuresome but scattered affair, lacking

the focus of 1972’s hugely successful World Is A Ghetto

album. Why Can’t We Be Friends? picked up where the

Ghetto LP left off, grounding the lyrics and music in the

street-bred sensibilities that had launched War in the

first place.

“Deliver The Word was sort of a letdown for me,”

admits War’s long time producer Jerry Goldstein. “But

with Friends, we were back in the groove, and you could

tell. There was a very deliberate feeling of, ‘Let’s get

down and make a great record again.’”

Unlike Deliver The Word, which was partially cut at

Caribou Studios in rural Colorado, Why Can’t We Be

Friends? was largely recorded in L.A. in early 1 974. “It

was beautiful up in the mountains at Caribou, but it

made us too lazy and tired,” says keyboardist/vocalist

Lonnie Jordan. “So we came back home to record

Friends. We brought a lot of our friends up to our

rehearsals in Hollywood and created our own street

environment. It was like having our own party house.”

Sessions for the Friends LP took place at such L.A.

studios as Wally Heider’s, Crystal and the soundstage of

Far Out Productions (Goldstein’s company), with

additional recording at the Wally Heider facility in San

Francisco. As with previous War albums, most of the

tracks were cut live. Goldstein’s trademark method of

editing extended jams down to radio-ready songs was

employed again with such tunes as “Low Rider,” a

single-length cut gleaned from 45 minutes worth of

improvisation.

The songs on the album added up to an overall

statement, laced with humor but nevertheless deeply

felt. “With Friends, we were trying to send a message

but still keep it light,” recalls drummer/vocalist Harold

Brown. “You don’t have to say, ‘Sinner, you’re gonna

burn in hell!’ You can say, ‘Hey, man, if you’d change

your life a little bit and do unto others as you’d want

them to do unto you, everybody would be much better

off.’”

“Don’t Let No One Get You Down,” the album’s

opening track, conveys this theme with a midtempo

Latin groove. Jordan’s soulful vocal and Charles Miller’s

understated saxophone touches set the right mood for

the songs to follow. “Lonnie came up with those lyrics,”

says guitarist/vocalist Howard Scott. “People could

relate to that song when they were in bad situations—
they’d dedicate it to their friends to pick them back up.”

Brown agrees: “That song changed a lot of lives and

helped a lot of people — it’s an anthem.”

Matters get a bit more ethereal with “Lotus

Blossom,” a shimmering ballad featuring bassist B.B.

Dickerson on vocals. The lyrics (containing such exotic

lines as “Sip my cactus syrup/Before you climb into the

stirrup”) were contributed by Francie Nelson,

Dickerson’s then-girlfriend. Brown recalls Nelson as “a

very bohemian-type person, very earthy and spiritual.”

Adds Jordan: “Me and Jerry got together and tried to

make sense out of Francie’s lyrics, but to this day I

never have.”

“Heartbeat” comes next, clattering along like a

joyous, funky junkwagon, carrying with it an upbeat lyric

chant. Brown came up with the song’s basic rhythm and

handled the lead vocals— he points out that its cadence

is the same as the one many rap artists use today.
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1. DON’T LET NO ONE
GET YOU DOWN (3:59) ^

2. U>TUS BLOSSOM (3:5^

3 HEARTBEAT (7:25)

4. LEROY’S LATIN LAMENT (Medley) (6:36)

A) LONNIE DREAMS

B) THE WAY WE FEEL

QIA FIESTA
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SMILE HAPPY (7:22)

SO (4:58)

LOW RIDER (3:1 I)

IN MAZATLAN (2:45)

WHY CAN’T WE BE FRIENDS? (3:49)


